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A new 90-day working is on the way.

People need to prepare themselves and build up their energies.

We will hit them real hard and a program is being prepared so that all new people
can participate.

Until then, focus your energies on flooding the internet, flood it everywhere you can
so the more and more people will come and know the Truth of Satan, as to save
themselves  and  their  Souls.  This  will  also  open  up  the  routes  upon  when  our
workings will manifest.

Focus 15 minutes of your day, like you would do in a working, to distribute the
BlackSun PDF and website, but first and foremost the Joy of Satan.

They will face damnation.

I am also planning on making a meditation program as to help these very new
people grow in power fast and join the fight about halfway in the year or workings,
depending on if they will follow this.

In any way, the Working must be done. I say we give everyone 40 days to finish all
their workings. But the working will be posted soon. There will be multiple dates so
all people can join, when these are available. Until them... empower yourselves and
keep steady in your meditations.

We have been giving them severe damage and we ought to continue. They were
laughing years back and they think they own it all, doing all sorts of atrocities. 

We  are  not  the  ones  to  sit  back  and  watch.  We  are  the  ones  who  will  act
relentlessly, destroy and then, rebuild the world once again. Let your Gentile Soul
roar and let loose the storm- We are reclaiming what is ours. They thought they
could rule the world like this?

Let’s show them all what real punishment and pain is.

The TRUTH OF OUR FATHER SATAN SHALL PREVAIL!

It’s not my Will, It’s SATAN'S WILL AND *OUR* WILL.

SIEG HEIL!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

https://groups-archive.org/viewtopic.php?t=34354
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